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Abstract: Islam is the religion of the majority of Arab citizens in Israel. According to a report issued by Israeli Central
Bureau of Statistics, there are 1.2 million Muslims in Israel, comprising about 80% of the Arab population in the country. Over
the past four decades, Islam has become an important factor in the political and socio-cultural identity of the Arab minority; the
number of Muslims in Israel who define their identity first and foremost in relation to their religious affiliation has steadily
increased. This article studies the authority, ideologies and legal methods and mechanisms used by muftis practicing iftaʾ in the
State of Israel when interpreting Islam for the resident Muslim minority. Key questions are: Who serve as the primary religious
authorities for Muslims in Israel? Does a unique ‘Israeli-Islam’ exist? The present research found that the evolving Islamic law
of minorities in Israel is much less developed than it is in the West; as such, one cannot yet identify Islam in Israel as ‘IsraeliIslam,’ as having its own distinct nature (as in the case of ‘Euro-Islam’). To date, there seems to be no single locus of Islamic
religious authority in Israel; multiple groups claim to speak on Islam’s behalf. As such, there is religio-political fragmentation
amid the Muslim community in Israel, each group seeking to create its own religious authority: CIS of the al-Qasemi Sufi
Order; ICIF of NIM and, finally, the ad-hoc SIM iftaʾ committees. To date, none of these iftaʾ agencies in Israel has been able
to formulate, authorize and apply a code of Islamic minority law in Israel, and they continue to rely heavily on foreign Islamic
religious authorities. Israeli Muslims continue to maintain strong ties with the regional socio-cultural and religious space and
with their peers in the Muslim-Arab world. Israeli iftaʾ agencies tend to adopt and adapt work methods used by foreign,
regional Islamic religious authorities and to accept, as is, or adapt many of their opinions/decisions.
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1. Introduction
This article investigates religious agencies that issue
fatwas, paying special attention to their recognition as valid
authorities and to the means by which they interpret Islam for
the Israeli-Muslim minority. Two crucial questions are: Does
a distinct ‘Israeli-Islam’ exist? Is there a primary religious
authority recognized by the Muslim population of Israel?
Note that Islam is the religion of the majority of Arab citizens
in Israel. According to a report issued by Israeli Central
Bureau of Statistics, there are 1.2 million Muslims in Israel,
comprising about 80% of the Arab population in the country
[1]. Over the past four decades, Islam has become an
important factor in the political and socio-cultural identity of
the Arab minority; the number of Muslims in Israel who
define their identity first and foremost in relation to their

religious affiliation has steadily increased [2]. Muhammad
Amara, an Israeli sociologist, notes that the Arab minority in
Israel places great emphasis on Islam as a factor in their
identity, more than during any other period [3]. The increased
Islamic impact on Muslims in Israel is manifested by a sharp
rise in the number of religious associations, mosques, cultural
centers, schools and academic religious institutions, such as
al-Qasemi Academic College of Education in Baqa alGharbiyya and the Daʿwa College for Islamic Studies in
Umm al-Fahm. An increasing number of Muslim-Israeli
students choose to study Islam in the West Bank, Egypt,
Jordan, Turkey and Malaysia.
Despite modernization, Islam is still a very important
factor in the formulation of the Muslim community’s ethical
and social norms. Islam affects the behavior of the Muslim
minority in Israel and Islamic values often shape behavioral
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standards. This impact is evidenced by the degree to which
the Muslim community is committed to the Shariʿa as a basis
for its normative behavior (religious practice) and its reliance
on religious agencies established by the Islamic Movement
(IM) and the State of Israel.

2. Practicing Iftaʾ in Israel
In Israel, there are three major agencies for issuing fatwas:
(1) The Center for Islamic Studies, Manuscripts and Issuing
Religious Opinions (CIS), also known as the Iftaʾ Center at
al-Qasemi College in Baqa al-Gharbiyya; (2) the Islamic
Council for Issuing Fatwas (ICIF) in Nazareth; and (3) the
ad-hoc iftaʾ committees of the southern branch of the Islamic
Movement (SIM). These agencies mostly tend to follow the
current practice of collective iftaʾ [6]. Thus, new Islamic
religious institutions have emerged in the West, such as the
Islamic Society of North America (ISNA) and the European
Council for Fatwa and Research (ECFR), founded in 1982
and 1997, respectively [7]. These institutions have
contributed to the creation of a new category of Islamic law –
the religious law of minorities (fiqh al-aqalliyyat) that seeks
to balance traditional interpretations of Islamic law with the
demands of everyday life in non-Muslim countries [8].
2.1. The Center for Islamic Studies (CIS)
CIS was founded in 2005 by the Khalawati Sufi Order in
Israel in Baqa al-Gharbiyya. The Khalawati Sufi Order in
Israel was established in the late Ottoman period by the alQawasmeh family from Hebron and is still led by members
of this family [9]. In 1989, this Sufi order established a
college of Shariʿa and Islamic Studies, bearing the family
name; in 1993, the college was certified by the Israeli
Council for Higher Education. Today, it has more than 3,000
students and 150 faculty members, including both ArabIsraeli and Jewish-Israeli lecturers. Students are awarded
degrees in seven fields: Islamic Studies; Arabic Language
and Literature; English Language and Literature;
Mathematics and Computers; Early Childhood Education;
Special Education; and the Sciences [10].
CIS functions as an integral part of al-Qasemi College’s
Department of Islamic Studies [11]. Among its major goals
and objectives, as stated on its website, are the following:
1. To spread Islamic teachings and ideologies.
2. To investigate important modern-day issues.
3. To issue collective fatwas in response to problems
faced by Muslims, locally and internationally…
4. To produce Islamic research and studies that address
emerging issues.
5. To disseminate the tolerant nature of Islam as a middle
path (wasatiyya), neither extremist nor contemptuous.
6. To introduce Islamic civilization and its contribution to
non-Muslims and humanity.
7. To urge researchers to address modern-day issues:
educational, social, economic, and medical, and to
clarify Islamic attitudes toward them.
8. To foster ties between CIS and other local and

international fatwa agencies.
9. To develop and enrich CIS’ library by adding new
research and publications.
10. To publish select fatwas [12].
According to CIS Chairman, Shaykh Khaled Mahmud, the
Center aims to serve the Muslim community in Israel by
responding to their practical, real-life queries. He claims that
thousands of fatwas have been issued in response to
questions received from Muslims across Israel, although
most these fatwas were issued orally and are undocumented.
The CIS issues fatwas in an attempt to suit Islamic law to the
local conditions of the Muslim minority in 21st century Israel,
in a way that preserves the delicate balance between the
divergent groups within the Muslim community [11].
CIS serves not only as an iftaʾ center, but as an Islamic
research center that promotes academic studies on religious
issues, taking into consideration the modernization process
undergone by the Muslim minority in Israel. Shaykh
Mahmud stated:
The age in which we live now is an era of scientific and
technical challenges. No nation can compete in this regard if
it does not use all its scientific and intellectual energies to
build a healthy society and to achieve the intended
development [11].
CIS publishes religious studies dealing with problems
encountered in modern society and issues periodic bulletins,
such as Majallat Dirasat Islamiyya (Magazine of Islamic
Studies). In addition, CIS sponsors public lectures, conducts
seminars and conferences, and utilizes modern media and
communications in order to reach a wide audience [13].
The legal methodology adopted by CIS is similar to that of
ICIF, i.e., it does not confine itself to a certain Sunni school
of thought (madhhab) and applies ‘preponderance’ (tarjih) as
a determining criterion. The following are its sources and
methods, as presented on the CIS website:
1. Adoption of Sunni legal theory and different methods
of argumentation (turuq al-istidlal) from various
madhhabs, especially that of determining the
‘preponderance of opinions’ (tarjih).
2. The sources for issuing fatwas must be those agreed
upon by the major Sunni madhhabs.
3. Controversial sources of legislation [often the ancillary
legislative sources based on Muslim legal principles]
may be: analogy (qiyas); seeking good will or striving
for betterment for all (istihsan); public interest (almaslaha al-ʿamma); and/or local custom (ʿurf) – all of
which consider real-life situations in the spirit of Islam
and public welfare.
4. Reliance on attested Islamic juridical sources.
5. Adherence to the legal principle of ‘the prevention of
damage is preferable to the promotion of benefit’,
while publishing fatwas that simultaneously
accommodate both the current situation of Muslims [in
Israel] and the spirit of Islam, by means of a correct
interpretation of the intentions of the Shariʿa [14].
Clearly, CIS intends to function as a religious authority
that applies the Shariʿa to the actual situation of the Muslim
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minority in Israel, as indicated by the adoption of a flexible
methodology (item 5 above), and to serve as a body to which
Muslims in Israel can turn with their religious queries.
Yet, the Sufi nature of CIS suggests another methodology
for attaining authority, resembling Richard Friedman’s notion
of “being an authority” [15]. That is, the Sufi master/disciple
authority structure (shaykh/murid) is manifested by the full
submission of the latter to the will of the former, as total
obedience to all the master’s orders and advice. In traditional
Sufi teachings, disciples must abandon themselves to the
Shaykh and his followers “like a dead body to its washer”
[16]. Shaykh Mahmud describes the centrality of dialogue
and recourse to the Sufi Shaykh as follows:
Beneficence and Sufism are in fact synonymous and one
can never truly grasp them unless in the company of divine
and perfect masters. The master who calls for the truth is the
one who enhances the path of Allah insightfully. He is also
the one who calls on Muslims to follow the teachings of
Prophet Muhammad … Al-Suhrawardi legitimized the master
status based on the saying of Prophet Muhammad: “Among
His servants, Allah loves most those who endeavor to make
Allah love his servants and make Allah’s servants love Allah
and walk on land giving advice to people” [17].
As such, the absolute loyalty of followers to their
charismatic spiritual leader forms the mainstay of this
interrelationship, as embodied by Sufi ‘etiquette’ (adab). The
early followers of the Prophet, Muhammad’s Companions,
serve as role models for Sufi masters:
The rule of the [Sufi] master is to invite people to God on
behalf of the prophets and to purify their souls of their
arrogance, as said by the late Shaykh ʿAbd al-ʿAziz alDabbagh, so that they may be able to bear the secret of
knowledge. The Shaykhs are soldiers of Allah who guide the
disciples and those who seek knowledge, and renew the
activity of faith in their age, and rekindle the light of the
message of Prophet Muhammad throughout time... This is
what Prophet Muhammad meant by “the scholars are the
heirs of the prophets.” Since the Shaykh’s job is so important,
we must treat him most politely, if we intend to arrive at the
highest level of spiritual perfection. The Companions reached
the highest levels in the company of Prophet Muhammad by
being well-behaved and most respectful of him [18].
Islamic Sufism is a science which adheres to the basic
sources of Islam. Sufism focuses on etiquette; each state and
station has its own special etiquette. Those who abide by the
etiquettes of the times may arrive at the status of the Sufi
‘knower-of-God’. Yet, one who abandons these etiquettes
becomes distant from that status, rejected, mistakenly
thinking that he/she is close and accepted. It has been said,
“A person who is shackled by genealogy is freed by
etiquette.” Some Sufis said: “A person who has no etiquette
can never walk the path and will never arrive at the desired
destination [18].
Etiquette with the master involves total obedience and
submission to his commands and prohibitions, venerating and
respecting him, and never objecting to his spiritual training.
Disciples should respect him as an assiduous person who is
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most qualified to guide. They should initiate service to him,
seek his counsel, as much as possible, tolerate his educational
positions and repeat none of the Shaykh’s sayings, except
those that can be tolerated by ordinary people [18].
Indeed, the local CIS community mainly consists of
members of the Khalawati Sufi Order. To be ‘khalawati’
means to belong to one of three circles. The first of these is a
restricted, elitist circle of students, forming the core of the
Sufi Order. The second, larger middle ring consists of
followers seeking proximity and the blessing rituals in the
public sphere, without being required to change their
personal lifestyles. Their affiliation is partial and uneven, but
they may experience the full scope and significance of
Khalawati Sufism when the Shaykh Guide is present. The
third, outer ring is composed of believers who are able to see
the spiritual Shaykh Guide without taking an active part in
the rituals.
CIS seems to take much softer positions in its fatwas than
those expressed by ICIF. For example, in regard to a fatwa
concerning the taking of a bank mortgage for the
construction of a family home, Shaykh Mahmud states that
Muslims in Israel may take a mortgage, since the Islamic
principles of ‘public interest’, ‘preventing evil’ and ‘necessity
overcoming a prohibition’ are met [11]. He explains that the
housing situation for Muslims in Israel is very bad. There is
little land allocated by the state for residential construction
and housing for young Muslim families, as well as an
insufficient supply of apartments for rent. Muslim society
cannot tolerate such crowded living conditions in the long
run. Thus, the issue of building a family home has become a
‘necessity’ without which Muslims find it very difficult to
start their families. The Shaykh adds that this ruling is
intended only for Israeli Muslims, due to the specific local
circumstances in Israel [11].
2.2. Islamic Council for Issuing Fatwas
As of 1996, informal iftaʾ was being practiced by the
northern branch of the Islamic Movement (NIM), by means
of its newspaper Sawt al-Haqq waʾl-Hurriyya, in the form of
published responses to public queries [19]. In 2002, ICIF was
established by NIM in an attempt to institutionalize the
practice of iftaʾ, created “as a response to the large number of
urgent issues and developments in [Islamic] jurisprudence
and to resolve repeated conflicts in jurisprudential views and
reduce the level of chaos in some cases” [19]. Previously, the
Muslim minority in Israel had received fatwas via satellite
broadcasts and correspondence with regional and
international Muslim jurists. However, those jurists were
often unfamiliar with the unique situation of the Muslim
minority in Israel and their answers sometimes failed to
address the actual needs of the Israeli Muslim community
[20].
ICIF presented itself as an alternative local iftaʾ agency,
prepared to address the various challenges faced by the
Muslim minority in Israel on a daily basis, as may be seen in
its goals and objectives:
1. To answer questions posed by the public, while taking
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into consideration the actual, current circumstances of
the Muslim minority.
2. To make Islamic law more easily accessible and
intelligible to the public.
3. To address innovations and developments in daily life
that challenge the Israeli Muslim minority through
communication with specialized regional and
international Islamic bodies.
4. To address recent religious controversies, known as
‘fatwa chaos’ (fawda al-fatwa).
5. To establish a unified methodology for dealing with
religious issues related to the Muslim minority in
Israel.
6. To bring different points of view closer together, based
on the Qurʾan, the Sunna and the four Sunni legal
schools (madhhabs).
7. To support Muslim scholars with regard to general
public issues of concern to the Muslim nation (umma)
[19].
ICIF aspires to be the leading religious authority for
Muslims in Israel. In its “Vision” statement, the founders
clearly declared that such authority was to be achieved by
“the expansion of ICIF’s influence over all segments of
society and schools of thought within the Muslim minority in
Israel… [19].” To that end, ICIF proposed the local
establishment of “mini-committees in community centers all
over the country subordinate to ICIF; and [in the
international sphere] to attain membership in the Islamic
International Fiqh Council [19].
ICIF targets a wide audience from the various strata of the
Muslim minority in Israel. Queries may be submitted in
person, by telephone, in writing, or via the ICIF website. It
posts weekly schedules with the names and contact
information of local muftis. Each contact list includes the
names of female religious counsellors who answer women’s
queries [21]. All ICIF’s answers are both posted directly to
the inquirer and published, in most cases, in the weekly
newspaper, Sawt al-Haqq waʾl-Hurriyya, in a section
entitled: “Ask the Sages”, or in the monthly magazine,
Ishraqa (Sunrise), or on the ICIF website or Facebook page
[22]. In 2005 and 2012 more than 11,000 fatwas were
compiled and published in two volumes, under the title
Fatawa al-Majlis al-Islami liʾl-iftaʾ [24]. Other publications
have been dedicated to local and general Islamic issues,
including: Fatawa Maqdisiyya, on issues relating to the alAqsa Mosque (2013) and Mukhtarat Fiqhiyya fi al-Hajj waʾlʿUmrah, on issues relating to pilgrimage (2013). In 2015, two
new texts were published: Fatawa al-Marʾa al-Muslima, a
collection of fatwas for Muslim women and Fatawa hiraʾ
hawla Ahkam al-Qurʾan al-Karim wa-Adabihi, a collection
of fatwas on the Qurʾan. In addition, ICIF holds conferences
to discuss Islamic issues in the socio-cultural and religious
spheres. One such conference, held on November 11, 2013 in
Kafr Kanna, was entitled: A Conference Regarding Islamic
Legal Opinions Relating to Worship in the Winter Season
[25].
ICIF does not limit itself to a specific Sunni tradition when

applying the Islamic principle of ‘preponderance’ (tarjih) as a
determining criterion [26]. In ICIF’s words: “When issuing
written and oral fatwas, ICIF relies on the four schools of
thought (madhhabs) and departs from their teachings only in
cases of private or public necessity …”[27]. That is to say,
ICIF supports inter-madhhab interpretation and rejects the
notion of strict adherence to a specific madhhab, on the
grounds that there is no reason for a Muslim to be
constrained by a particular legal doctrine. According to ICIF,
if a creative interpreter discovers the validity of an opinion
established in another madhhab, he may follow it. It is not
appropriate to privilege one’s madhhab over another if the
other’s position is more just. An interpreter should always
strive to attain justice for its own sake. Therefore, a seeker of
justice, though he identifies himself with a particular legal
school, should not abide by it when the truth lies elsewhere
[19].
When an issue is raised for which there is no precedent in
the four schools, ICIF prepares and/or utilizes relevant new
Islamic research studies. ICIF also quotes existing decisions
“… by one of the Islamic international councils, primarily the
Fiqh Council of the Organization of the Islamic Conference
[i.e., the International Islamic Fiqh Academy in Jeddah].” It
also accepts certain decisions from other fatwa councils in
the Muslim world, such as the Egyptian Agency for Issuing
Fatwas (Dar al-Iftaʾ al-Masriyyah); The Palestinian Council
of ʿUlamaʾ in the Diaspora (Hayʾat ʿUlamaʾ Filistin fiʾlKharij); and The Permanent Committee for Scientific
Research and Legal Opinions (al-Lajna al-Daʾima liʾlBuhuth al-ʿIlmiyya waʾl-Iftaʾ) in Saudi Arabia [28].
ICIF fatwas include the following elements: a statement
explaining the reason for its issuance, the name of the
inquirer, the question, the argument and, finally, the opinion.
In general, the argument starts with Qurʾanic precedents,
followed by relevant Hadiths and quotations from Islamic
legal texts. Sometimes, fatwas are presented at meetings
without any argument. Each fatwa is assigned a serial
number and is signed by ICIF [19]. By not confining itself to
a certain madhhab, ICIF strives to utilize the rich Islamic
legal tradition in the broadest sense, in an effort to adapt the
legal system to the challenges of modern life. ICIF frequently
references all four madhhabs in its fatwas. When
acknowledging occasional discrepancies between the
madhhabs, ICIF advocates for ‘moderation’ or choosing ‘the
median path’ (wasatiyya) in regard to tradition: [29].
ICIF follows the wasati methodology (manhajiyyat alwasatiyya), while avoiding extremism, fanaticism and
intolerance, when issuing fatwas. It bases decisions on the
four prestigious, centuries-old, madhhabs, while considering
local circumstances and norms... [19].
Though ICIF has ostensibly chosen wasatiyya as its
methodological path, it sometimes presents a conservative
opinion in fatwas on certain subjects, for instance the
prohibition on music. In response to one query (“What is the
Islamic rule about music?”), ICIF answered as follows:
Listening to musical instruments, like the oud, violin,
clarinet, flute and other wind instruments, is forbidden
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(haram). This is the view the majority of scholars, such as
Ibn al-Qayyim, al-Suyuti, al-Turtushi and others belonging to
various madhhabs, e.g. Shafiʿi, Maliki and Hanbali. It is also
the view of a number of contemporary scholars including: Dr.
Omar Suleiman al-Ashqar, Muhammad Hamid, Abdul Aziz
Bin Baz, The Standing Committee for Scientific Research
and Issuing Fatwas in Saudi Arabia, and others… [30].
The positions of Muslim scholars on music fall into two
broad groups. The dominant group holds that most music is
permissible, in principle, so long as the contents and
performance are in accordance with Islamic legal and ethical
norms. For this group, music is merely inoffensive ‘noise’.
However, the contents of a song and the activities associated
with its music must be consistent with Islamic norms [31].
The second group of scholars, best represented by the
Wahhabis, prohibits most entertainment involving music. For
the Wahhabis, almost all types of music are forbidden, since
they are thought to encourage temptation and other immoral
practices. This prohibition includes attendance at parties and
musical events and the airing of instrumental music and
singing, even in the official Saudi media [31]. In this
instance, ICIF has adopted the conservative position, while
ignoring the dominant, liberal one.
ICIF’s conservative approach is also manifested in fatwas
relating to women and gender. For example, sexual relations
between a man and a woman who have concluded a marriage
contract (ʿaqd nikah; i.e., who are officially engaged), but
who are not yet living together as husband and wife, are
forbidden. This position is at odds with that of two madhhabs
that allow marital intercourse once the marriage contract has
been validated [32].
Furthermore, ICIF forbids Muslim women to completely
undress before other women, although most Islamic
madhhabs only restrict ‘nakedness’ from the navel to the
knee [35]. ICIF acknowledges this more liberal position, but
states: “This rule is embodied in the authentic traditions, but
is not applicable in our time…” [34].
ICIF also holds that intermarriage between a Muslim man
and a Christian or Jewish woman is to be avoided, since it
may cause social tension or dysfunctional family life. One
fatwa specifically explains why such interfaith marriages
should be avoided and provides instruction on how to select
an appropriate partner [35]. This position is at odds with
opinions found in most other madhhabs, which do permit
marriages between Muslims and non-Muslims, particularly
the “People of the Book” (ahl al-kitab, i.e., Jews and
Christians).
ICIF considers ikhtilat (i.e., the intermingling of men and
women) to be the major cause of temptation, exacerbated
when a woman remains alone with a non-mahram (not
consanguine, i.e., marriageable) man, a situation known as
khalwa. Thus, ICIF forbids mixing and khalwa. One
exemplary ICIF fatwa reads:
Query:
What is the Islamic rule regarding the intermingling of
men and women?
Answer:
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In principle, a Muslim must avoid mixing as much as
possible, because of the improprieties and temptation that
may result from it … Yet, if intermingling of the two sexes is
inevitable, as in schools and colleges in our country [Israel],
the following conditions must be maintained. Women must:
1. Dress in accordance with the Islamic dress code,
avoiding perfume, dyes and other forbidden
accoutrements.
2. Lower their gaze (ghadd al-basar) when necessary.
3. Commit to [Islamic] speech and seating ethics…
4. Never remain alone with a marriageable non-relative
(khalwa).
5. Married women must secure the permission of their
husbands and single women must secure that of their
guardians.
We emphasize the need for gender-separate education in
schools, colleges, and other institutions, especially those of
the Islamic Movement… If such gender separation has not
been enacted, special classroom seating arrangements must
be made, such that male students sit in front and female
students sit behind them. Gender-separation must be
maintained when entering or exiting classes, as well as
elsewhere in these colleges and schools… [36].
According to Islamic law, legal khalwa (khalwa sharʿiyya
or sahiha) is permissible for engaged couples with a marriage
contract (ʿaqd nikah) and between close blood relations
(mahram), such as fathers, grandfathers, brothers, and uncles,
and unmarriageable female relatives. Any other social contact
(khalwa) between the sexes is considered illicit. As yet, there
is no consensus among contemporary Muslim jurists on the
legal meaning and implications of khalwa in the modern
context [37]. Currently, most Islamic scholars consider the
intentional, clandestine meeting between a woman and a nonmahram man to be illicit khalwa. One group of muftis (a
fatwa team) on the well-known Islamic website, “Islamweb,”
defined illicit khalwa as follows:
…When a non-mahram man sits in private with a woman
and the two of them are not visible to the public… However,
talking to or meeting with one or more women in public does
not qualify as illicit khalwa [38].
Similarly, Egyptian Shaykh Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Chairman
of the International Union of Muslim Scholars, asserts that
men and women may meet in public places, so long as they
behave in accordance with Islamic ethics and norms. In his
view, contacts between men and women are not entirely
forbidden and may be allowed when their purpose is noble
and lawful, as, for example, in order to acquire beneficial
knowledge, engage in charitable projects, perform obligatory
jihad or any other good deed that requires the efforts and
cooperation of both sexes [39].
Despite its stated preference for wasatiyya methodology,
ICIF takes a more conservative approach to khalwa, than do
the aforementioned authorities. It finds illicit khalwa
manifested in almost any contact between a woman and a
non-mahram man, regardless of whether they are visible to
the public or not, based on the Prophetic tradition: “When a
man and a woman remain alone in private, the third party is
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always the Devil” [40]. ICIF also holds conservative
positions on intermarriage and music, while paying little
attention to the unique circumstances of the Muslim minority
in Israel.
2.3. Ad-Hoc Committees for Iftaʾ: The Southern Movement
(SIM)
Unlike the cases of ICIF and CIS, the practice of iftaʾ by
SIM has never been formalized and is implemented by adhoc committees. The head of SIM, Shaykh Hamad Abu
Daʿabis, says that this situation stems from certain financial
and logistic considerations; however, he stresses that the
creation of a southern iftaʾ center is only a matter of time
[41]. According to him, there have been some previous
attempts to do so by establishing al-Hiwar College in Tira
(2001) and the Council of Fatwa and Islamic Studies in Kafr
Qasim; however, they no longer exist. In the meantime, SIM
seeks to reach decisions on current religious issues by
convening ad-hoc committees on-demand [41]. Fatwas may
also be given individually or sporadically to those who query
religious scholars and members of SIM, such as certain
imams in mosques, as long as the responding imam has
sufficiently studied the issue in question [41].
The religious authority of SIM may even be supported by
foreign scholars and religious institutions across the Islamic
world. SIM leaders rely on various agencies and authorities,
including the Grand Mufti of the Palestinian Authority,
whose fatwas may be relevant to the Muslim minority in
Israel [41]. In principle, SIM is also not committed to one
particular Islamic school of thought; like ICIF and CIS, SIM
recognizes all four Sunni madhhabs, adopting moderate
attitudes from them that suit the current reality faced by the
Muslim community in Israel.
One of the most prominent examples of SIM ad-hoc iftaʾ is
a fatwa regarding participation in the Knesset (Israeli
Parliament) elections. This fatwa was an updated version of a
preliminary ruling made by SIM leaders during the 1996
Knesset elections. Shaykh ʿAbd Allah Nimr Darwish (19482017), former Head of SIM, made clear references to
developments in Israel and the region regarding the Muslim
minority in Israel. The revised fatwa was signed by the
Committee of Fatwa and Islamic Studies [now defunct],
which authorized Muslim participation in Israeli elections to
the Knesset. That Committee, aware of the Islamic debate on
the issue, argued that, after reviewing the positions of Islamic
scholars for and against participation in the elections, it had
reached the conclusion that there is no contradiction between
participation in political life and the call to Islam. Even if
political participation might involve some ‘harm’, it would
be minimal and would not violate the greater principles of
Islam; any minor damage would be offset by the benefits of
active participation. In such cases, Islam chooses the lesser of
the two evils and the greater good. Participation in Israeli
elections, as dictated by the situation, is not a concession
made to ‘oppressors,’ whereas refraining from active
participation might leave the Muslim community solely in
the hands of said ‘oppressors.’ SIM chose the first option,

recognizing that such participation is both possible and
permissible, thanks to the flexibility in Islam [42].
This significant fatwa presents SIM’s pragmatic approach.
Acting in accordance with this fatwa, the indigenous Muslim
minority in Israel managed to highlight their presence in their
homeland, while ignoring the existence of a legitimate Israeli
establishment (and avoiding the conflicting state symbols and
its definition as a Jewish/democratic state). The fatwa states
that the issue of participation in national elections is based on
two components. The first relates to political action, which is
part of a wide range of activities with one primary goal – to
preach Islam for the betterment of individuals and society
and to maintain their identity and land. Therefore, there is no
conflict between legislative work and SIM’s community
action. Moreover, SIM claims that its participation in the
Israeli political system yielded positive results and achieved
long-term goals: to serve the Muslim community in Israel; to
promote the welfare of Muslim individuals and Muslim
society; to protect the Temple Mount mosques; and to
accumulate assets.
The second component is based on the Islamic principle of
‘public interest’ (maslaha ʿamma). In this regard,
participation in the elections is a tool, a means to combat
racism and oppressive policies enacted by the Israel
Government. Active political participation may pave the way
to solving the difficulties of the Muslim public in Israel,
whereas non-participation in the parliamentary domain might
leave a significant void that might be filled by non-Islamic
parties. The aforementioned fatwa emphasizes that avoiding
political action might cause the Muslim public to think that
Islamists are concerned only with Muslim society – prepared
to be involved only in matters of religion and responsible
solely for the maintenance of proper Islamic practice.

3. Conclusions
To date, there seems to be no single locus of Islamic
religious authority in Israel; multiple groups claim to speak
on Islam’s behalf. As such, there is religio-political
fragmentation amid the Muslim community in Israel, each
group seeking to create its own religious authority: CIS of the
al-Qasemi Sufi Order; ICIF of NIM and, finally, the ad-hoc
SIM iftaʾ committees.
A survey of the work and methods of these Islamic
religious agencies points to their similarities and differences
regarding the situation of the Muslim minority in Israel.
While the al-Qasemi Sufi Order and SIM demonstrate
pragmatic approaches in their attempts to accommodate
Israeli social culture and politics, NIM takes a much harder
line, not only in its national political participation, but also
with regard to the socio-cultural and theological issues
addressed in its fatwas [43]. To date, none of these iftaʾ
agencies in Israel has been able to formulate, authorize and
apply a code of Islamic minority law in Israel, and they
continue to rely heavily on foreign Islamic religious
authorities. Israeli Muslims continue to maintain strong ties
with the regional socio-cultural and religious space and with
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their peers in the Muslim-Arab world. Israeli iftaʾ agencies
tend to adopt and adapt work methods used by foreign,
regional Islamic religious authorities and to accept, as is, or
adapt many of their opinions/decisions.
In its ongoing search for/and reliance on religious
authorities and sources for rulings on mundane problems in
daily life, the Islamic public regularly solicits religio-legal
opinions from the international Muslim community (western
Islamic minority law usually being inapplicable to the Israeli
case). That is, the operating modes adopted by Muslims in
the West, when dealing with their specific situations, seem to
be impractical for use by the Muslim minority in Israel. The
evolving Islamic law of minorities in Israel is much less
developed than that in the West; therefore, at present, one
cannot yet identify Islam in Israel as ‘Israeli-Islam,’ with its
own unique nature, as in the case of ‘Euro-Islam’ in Europe.
The Muslim minority in Israel is distinct from its western
counterparts due to the essential differences in various sociocultural parameters including nationality, language, culture
and ethnicity. In contrast to Muslim minorities in the West,
the issues that concern the Muslim diaspora are mostly
irrelevant to the Muslim-Israeli minority – because local
Muslims are indigenous, living in the land of their birth, with
their own collective historical narrative on the Holy Land
(considered holy according to Muslim religious texts).
Even the assimilation of the Muslim minority in Israel is
impractical, since the interest of the Jewish majority, as well
as that of the Muslim minority, is to preserve their distinct
identities. The IM in Israel, especially NIM, places the
highest priority on the enhancement of Muslim religious
identity. Finally, the nationalist conflict between Arabs and
Jews, that produces suspicion and hostility between the two
closely related ethnic groups, also has an impact on the
nature of Islam in Israel that remains outside the purview of
this article.
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